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    Classic     Classic     Classic 
Elegance

With an address on Sunset Boulevard, 
this Hollywood home takes a classic 
turn in white subway tile, rustic woods 
and farmhouse touches.
B Y  S H E L B Y  D E E R I N G 
P H OTO G R A P H Y  B Y  M E G H A N  B O B  P H OTO G R A P H Y

GREAT GATHERINGS. Congregating 
at a custom-made table by Steven’s 

company, Cooper Pacifi c Kitchens, the 
family will be cast in a glow from the 

antique-inspired chandeliers overhead. 
Cabinetry featuring statuary marble 

weaves together the black and white 
tones throughout the kitchen.



�hen you picture a home in the 
Hollywood Hills, it’s easy to imagine glamour, glitz and 
set-worthy homes inhabited by famous movie stars. But when Steven Coo-
per is designing a Los Angeles kitchen, he brings things back down to earth 
through beautiful, traditional spaces that carry an air of relaxed luxury. 

As the principal designer and owner of Cooper Paci� c Kitchens, Steven 
once resided in southern Minnesota. His roots can be sensed in all his 
designs.  “We are a third-generation family business, which was started in 
1986. My father started as a homebuilder, and I started keeping the books 
for him at 14 years old,” Steven says. 

ROOM TO SPARE 
When Steven’s clients purchased this 1931 Georgian home on Sunset 

Boulevard, they knew they wanted a very large, grand kitchen. During 
the six-month construction process, the homeowners wished to combine 
several of the small spaces into one spacious kitchen where people could 
easily gather and cook together.  

“The kitchen was originally divided into three spaces,” Steven says. “A 
small pantry, a working kitchen and a breakfast room. All the walls had 
to be taken out and ceiling heights had to be aligned in order to create a 
blank slate to recon� gure the kitchen layout. A food pantry was added back 
in to the end of the kitchen behind the baking cabinet.” 
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Convenient 
             Built-Ins
 
Even though this is a sizable kitchen, storage is still a necessity, 
and Steven provided plenty of it through built-in shelves. Steven 
sings the praises of built-ins, saying, “Built-in shelving allows not 
only for the display of objects, but most importantly, for visual 
relief. In cottage or farmhouse style, even when done in a more 
refi ned way, it is important to layer types of storage and depth 
changes to give the space a more ‘lived-in’ look.” 

FARMHOUSE FRESH. “Whenever we design in this style, we always layer 
with texture,” Steven says. The textures can certainly be viewed in this 
corner in the white herringbone subway tile, oak fl oating shelves and 
decorative objects that include Crate & Barrel fi nds and antiques.

BRIGHT WHITES. Sunlight pours in through the copious windows, illumi-
nating the white walls and cabinetry. The black honed-granite countertop 
acts as an anchoring hue and pairs well with the black chairs and dec-
orative accents. Steven adds, “Materials like the iron light fi xtures, the 
rustic wood fl oating shelves and the subtle herringbone wall tile all give 
this space a charming, relaxed feel in a very large space.” 

BLACK HONED 
GRANITE CAN 

GIVE you the look of 
historic soapstone, but 
it is easier to care for 

and maintain.
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With Steven working alongside contractor 
Bryan Fisher, the result was a kitchen large 
enough to accommodate a cooking area, 
island and dining room table. And the family 
uses every bit of the space. “They love to cook 
and entertain. There is Italian heritage in the 
family, so big Italian meals happen quite often,” 
Steven says. 

VINTAGE CHARM 
Describing the kitchen as “modern farmhouse,” 

Steven says the refreshed layout speaks to the 
beauty of a grand home from the 1930s. “We 
drew from the home’s details to re�ect a slightly 
more relaxed feel in the kitchen,” he adds. 

The kitchen brims with distinctive vintage-
inspired décor, from the Mason jars full of fresh-
picked �owers to the glazed ceramic pieces with 
bygone �avor. These items echo the antique 
treasures seen all through the home. 

“The homeowner has wonderful pieces 
throughout the home, both formal antiques 
and more casual, current pieces,” Steven says. 
“Whenever a client wants a kitchen that feels 
like it has been lived in and loved like it has 
been there forever, we always want to bring in 
pieces that have genuine age and interest to 
balance the new.” 

Steven has plenty of favorite features in this 
kitchen, like the mantel-style hood that frames 
the range, the pocket-door breakfast center and 
the large-scale, custom-turned legs for the table. 
He re�ects on the project, saying, “It was fun to 
play with scale in such a generous space.”  

S E E  S O U R C E S ,  PA G E  1 2 8 . 

Spacious & 
Sophisticated
 
Steven shares his words of wisdom 
when it comes to constructing a 
large cottage kitchen. 

• “First and foremost, consult a design 
professional. Whether your budget is 
grand or you’re giving your space a 
quick refresh, it is truly worth speaking 
with a professional.” 

• “Kitchens are complicated spaces. Done 
well, they will feel timeless, but there 
are expensive pitfalls along the way 
that can eat up your budget if you 
don’t know what you’re doing.” 

• “Think about keeping a few main 
materials neutral, and then go for it in 
the accents.”

GORGEOUS & GRAND. The expansive kitchen is a sight to behold, and yet it’s friendly and comfortable 
as well. Steven wanted to create a relaxed atmosphere in this kitchen. He says, “White cabinets always 
keep everything feeling fresh, and the wood floors are warm and inviting.” 
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